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Abstract

Protecting and restoring ecological connectivity is essential to climate change
adaptation, and necessary if species are to shift their geographic distribu-
tions to track their suitable climatic conditions over the coming century.
Despite the increasing availability of near real-time and high resolution data
for landcover change, current connectivity planning projects are hindered
by the computational time required to run connectivity analyses at realis-
tic geographic scales with realistic models of movement. This bottleneck
precludes application of optimization algorithms to prioritize ecological
restoration to maintain and improve connectivity. Here we propose we can
make progress toward overcoming these challenges using machine-learning
methods. Our proposed methods will enable rapid optimization of con-
nectivity prioritization and extend its application to many more species
than is currently possible. We conclude by illustrating how this project will
contribute to efforts to apply connectivity conservation using an example of
ongoing restoration in southern Québec.

1 Problem and Motivation

The surface of Earth is changing (largely due to urban sprawl, agriculture, and deforestation),
creating the process of landscape fragmentation, where landscapes become increasingly patchy.
Fragmentation affects how organisms move through their habitat [1], and the ability for
biomass to move across space is necessary for ecosystem functioning [2]. As a result, there
is widespread interest in restoration efforts to promote ecological connectivity to maintain
ecosystem function and to ensure organisms can disperse across landscapes to track their
changing climatic niches [3]. Ensuring ecological connectivity is a primary goal of the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity’s Global Biodiversity Framework [4], and the 2030 target
for this effort reflects the urgency to counter the impacts of human land use and climate
change on biodiversity and ecosystems [5] by protecting and restoring connectivity.

Our ability to measure the structure and change of landscapes has rapidly improved in recent
years due to the explosion in ecologically relevant satellite-based remote-sensing data [6], e.g.
near real-time data of Earth’s landcover [7]. However, our ability to quickly and reliably
assess connectivity has not kept pace with this rapid increase in data availability. This
landcover data can vastly improve our predictions of species movement, as the propensity for
species to move between patches is not just a function of the distance between patches, but
related to the entire context of the landscape around them [8]. The state-of-the-art model in
this category is Circuitscape (CS) [9, 10], which produces pairwise estimates of movement
flows between patches (core areas of habitat).
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Problem Bottleneck

Despite being the best model of connectivity for many species, there are two major roadblocks
that prevent Circuitscape from being used for rapid assessments of landscape connectivity
to guide habitat restoration efforts. First, Circuitscape requires species-level resistance-to-
movement (RTM) data, which is scarce. RTM refers to the relative obstruction a given
landcover type poses to movement for a particular species, e.g. RTM for wolves is low
in forests, moderate in agricultural land, and high in urban development (for a review of
methods for collecting this data, see [11]). This lack of data inhibits our ability to quantify
connectivity for most species, which is a significant gap in knowledge in landscape ecology
[12]. Second, Circuitscape is too computationally intensive to be used in a framework
for optimizing landscape connectivity at scale, as evaluating a single proposed landscape
restoration takes several minutes or hours, even for moderately sized landscapes (∼ 103× 103

pixels).

Figure 1: Conceptual figure outlining the flow from predicting the resistance-to-movement
(RTM) for species without direct data, to use that information as an input into a neural
network that approximates Circuitscape to predict relative amounts of movement flow
between patches

2 Proposed Approach

Here we propose we address these challenges by (1) using phylogenetic transfer learning [13]
to predict resistance-to-movement (RTM) for species for which have no data, and (2) train a
convolutional neural network to approximate the output of Circuitscape, which will enable
us to quickly evaluate the quality of a habitat restoration proposal.

2.1 Predicting resistance to movement with phylogenetic transfer learning

To predict RTM for species without data, we adopt the phylogenetic transfer learning (PTL)
framework from [14]. As inputs, PTL takes a phylogeny (a tree representing the evolutionary
relatedness of a set of species S), features that are observed for all species X, and features
Y that are only observed for a subset of species. As outputs, PTL produces predictions
of the values of features Y for the subset of species that lack this data. In our context,
RTM is the partially observed features that we aim to predict for species without data.
For features that are available for all species, we could use conventional ecological traits
(e.g. body mass, morphology, phenology, etc.), or other latent representations of species [15],
like node embeddings in interaction networks [13], for which PTL was originally conceived.

In applying the PTL framework to our use-case, there is necessary work to be done to
determine at what phylogenetic scales RTM is conserved, and how we can guide sampling to
ensure RTM data we collect enables robust validation of RTM predictions.
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2.2 Building a function approximator for Circuitscape

Circuitscape (CS) takes three inputs: an image with habitat type labeled for each pixel R,
a lookup table X matching habitat types to RTM values, and the patch mask P . As an
output, it produces a matrix F which contains the relative flow of movement between each
pair of patches. For more details on design and implementation of CS, see appendix A.1

We propose training a convolutional neural network (CNN) on a dataset of true CS runs to
approximate the predictions of CS with significantly less computation time, as has been done
with Omniscape (a tool built on top of CS to evaluate each indivudual cell’s contribution to
connectivity) [16]. For each input to CS, (R,X,P ), we want to train a model to approximate
the output of CS, F , by first converting the habitat image R to an image of RTM values R′,
and then pass the stacked images R′ and P to our model.

Our goal is to produce an output of movement fluxes between patches. This type of output—a
matrix of values representing pairwise relationships between input features (patches)—is
not a natural output for a CNN. To get around this problem, we propose training a CNN
to approximate Circuitscape (henceforth CS-CNN) to predict scalar values of flux between
pairs of (source, target) patches. Then, for a multi-patch landscape, we can normalize the
estimate of movement flux from CS-CNN across all possible (source, target) pairs to produce
the goal output of a matrix of estimated fluxes between patches. Still, novel architectures
may make for more effective CS approximation, and we propose would be fruitful area for
future work. For example, as the natural output format for our data is a (spatial) graph
(a network for pairwise flows between patches/nodes), architectures that use methods from
graph representation learning to explicitly model this structure may outperform a simple
image-CNN.

3 Data

We propose a pilot project applying this methodology in the Montérégie region of southern
Québec. For this region we have contemporary land-cover data and land-use projections (at
30 meter resolution) and climate projections (at 1 kilometer resolution) for the region up
until 2100. Further, we have expert-based RTM estimates for five vertebrates that span a
range of body sizes (a trait strongly correlated the magnitude of average movement distance
[17]) and taxonomic groups: Blarina brevicauda (the Northern short-tailed shrew), Martes
americana (the American marten), Plethodon cinereus (the Red-backed salamander), Rana
sylvatica (the wood frog), and Ursus americanus (the black bear) [18–20].

4 Real world implications

Development of these approaches above would overcome the current roadblocks toward using
optimization algorithms to prioritize habitat restoration. Once trained, CS-CNN can be
used to evaluate a proposed restoration much faster than CS itself, and therefore opens up
the possibility of applying various optimization algorithms to restoration. In the context
of optimization of protected areas for biodiversity conservation, a similar problem, both
simulated annealing [21] and reinforcement learning have been used [22] to a similar end.

These connectivity assessments impact real communities [23] and are used by a variety
of stakeholders (policy makers at different levels of governance, urban planners, farmers,
indigenous communities, and more) to decide how local municipalities develop land. For
example, Un Plan Sud pour le Québec [24] is a multi-stakeholder designed agenda aimed
at developing land-use policies that integrates vital data from ecological connectivity in
southern Québec. Our pilot study would enable connectivity assessments for far more than
the five currently included species, and enable direct optimization of restoration effort to
promote connectivity. Further, this work would have significant impact outside of this system,
as it addresses a a major roadblock in making connectivity analysis more accessible, which is
consideration of species without expert species-level information [12]. This is an urgent step
toward making optimizing ecological restoration to maintain connectivity, a crucial part of
climate adaptation [4].
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A Appendix

A.1 Connectivity and Circuitscape

Quantifying ecological connectivity is a central question of landscape ecology A primary
distinction is the difference between structural connectivity and functional connectivity.
Structural connectivity is computed from geometric properties of landcover and tends to rely
on the assumption that an organisms proximity for movement is directly proportional to the
physical distance traveled [25]. In contrast functional connectivity quantifies the ability to
the flow of biomass in a landscape to occur, and this is often subject to more factors than
simply distance. For example, on small scales, landcover and habitat heterogeneity effects
(e.g. it would be much more difficult for a deer to cross the island of Manhattan than a
similar size agricultural field). For a (somewhat dated) review of connectivity measures, see
[26].

Circuitscape (CS) is a widely used model to assess the functional connectivity of landscapes.
Like most models of functional connectivity, the input to CS is a raster of resistance-to-
movement (RTM) values. CS is designed around the framework introduced by [8], which
models animal movement in a landscape as analogous to how electrons move through circuits.
The landscape is a raster, each cell is a resistor with a resistance proportional to its RTM
value. The propensity for movement between any two patches in the raster is computed as
the conductance between them, where the voltage of the source patch is set according to its
potential to act as a source for individuals (typically proportional to its area) and the target
patch is set to ground. For more detail with a gentle introduction to circuit theory, see [8].
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